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Abstract: There has been a global effort in the past decade, especially in major coal-producing
countries, toward understanding the mechanics involved in the stability of coal mine ribs. Buckling
and spalling of mine ribs are known to have an impact on their stability and degradation. The
generation, propagation, and coalescence of cracks in mine pillar ribs are significantly affected by the
overburden depths. In addition, the in situ stress magnitudes tend to affect the rib damage process.
High horizontal stresses and increased depths can lead to unfavorable stress conditions, inducing coal
mass damage and strength loss. Understanding the dynamics involved in rib behavior will inform
better rib control practices. This study intended to assess the effect of mining depth, mining height,
and supports on coal mine rib stability. In this research, the response of the coal mass was studied
using distinct element modeling to better understand the failure process of coal mine ribs. The study
confirmed mining depth as a significant factor controlling the rib loading and failure mechanism. In
addition, increased mining heights increased the rib deformation and failure process. The evaluated
support effect revealed that at shallower depths, shorter bolt lengths are sufficient to control rib
stability. Increasing the bolt length for depths greater than 250 m is in order, but higher depths do not
correlate with longer supports. The approach used in this study demonstrated its capacity to be used
in designing rib support requirements and understanding coal mass and support mechanisms.

Keywords: mining height; in situ stresses’ mining depth; mine rib deformation; support effect; coal
rib stability

1. Introduction

Safety, productivity, and regulatory requirements are the factors that drive the need
to keep all underground excavations stable and serviceable. There is a global effort by
researchers to provide an understanding of the behavior of underground coal mine ribs
to improve their stability. Most of these efforts started in the late-1980s. These previous
research works provided great knowledge on rib support requirements and the selection
of site-specific suitable supports. Nonetheless, the trend of rib-related fatalities in under-
ground coal mines has remained steady in the past decade. It is true that there is an overall
improvement in rib safety, but the average fatality rate is still about 1.4 per annum in the
period between 2009 to 2021 [1]. Most rib-related fatalities reported in the United States
occurred at overburden depths between 152.4 m and 304.8 m. Rib instabilities increase with
depth, resulting from high in situ stresses and complicated geological conditions. In this
case, the risk of underground safety, productivity, and economic benefits is pronounced.
The major factor that affects the safety of deep underground openings is the high in situ
stress resulting from overburden loading. Many serious problems may arise due to high
in situ stresses such as large deformations and failure around the rib. Managing these
issues is challenging even with the installation of a support system. A previous study of
rib fatalities in underground coal mines by [2] found that 70% of rib fatalities resulted from
stress-driven rib falls.
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It has long been known that rib stability is strongly influenced by site-specific geo-
logical conditions and the mining layout. Therefore, it is essential to emphasize that field
surveys of rib performance are necessary and irreplaceable for the rib design process, not
discounting the fact that it is costly and time-consuming. Field survey data can present
valuable information to evaluate performance, also for designing rib supports and helping
engineers to better understand the rib behavior. These data, when interpreted correctly, can
significantly contribute to rib support design improvements for future work. In this paper,
a summary review is conducted on rib stability control around the world. In addition, a coal
rib model is developed using the bonded block modeling approach and the performance
of the rib is tested against varying overburden covers and mining heights. Additionally,
the rib support is also evaluated to determine the appropriate geometry and density for a
particular coal lithotype. The model is implemented in UDEC [3].

2. Literature Investigation of Rib Stability

The support and control of mine coal ribs are recognized and ongoing problems in the
coal industry. There has been a systematic research investigation that started over 30 years
ago in the Australian Coal Industries Research Laboratory (ACIRL) [4]. In the US, the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is currently undertaking
a comprehensive study into ribs with an end goal toward recommending appropriate
support for its control [5–8]. This section of the paper critically reviews rib control and
support studies around the world to reveal the challenges and opportunities in these works.

O’Beirne and Shepherd [9] investigated the stability of coal ribs at several Australian
coal mines. They classified coal ribs according to a visual assessment of their condition and
measured values of spall depth and visible fracturing. In this study, they used extensome-
ters to measure rib deformations and the convergence of the roof to floor of the roadway. A
novel method involving the installation of a vertical stanchion, offset to about 200 mm to
300 mm from the rib, was devised to record its movement. Figure 1 presents an idealized
representation of the installation of the stanchion and how the data were analyzed in a
data plot.
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Figure 1. An idealized rib deformation schematic and Stanchion data plot showing horizontal rib
movements along the rib line.

The study of O’Beirne [10] observed two distinct failure mechanisms, namely: (a) buck-
ling of plates, slabs, or columns resulting from the convergence between the roof and floor
over the ribside as a consequence of an increase in the vertical stress; (b) existing cleat
and mining-induced fracture (MIF) interaction, which mostly activates granular and/or
blocky spall.

In 1992, the US Bureau of Mines, some of whose functions NIOSH now performs,
investigated methods to improve rib stability [11]. The goal was to improve the safety of
miners. The investigations noted rib failures as not entirely avoidable, but the need for a
practical approach to understanding, characterizing, and controlling rib conditions was
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necessary. Two basic rib failures were determined in this study: slabbing and brittle. The
bureau researchers also demonstrated the important factor of the roof and floor constraint
on the rib stability. Generally, a strong roof and floor rock enhances rib confinement
pressures near the roof and floor and, thus, leads to a better rib performance, while a
weak, ductile roof and floor rock reduces rib confinement pressures near the roof and floor,
leading to a poor rib performance. This study observed that the foundation to appropriate
rib support selection is understanding its mechanics. The study recognized numerical
modeling as an advanced tool to model the complex-parameter interactions in ribs. They
emphasized the importance of employing distinct element models when slabbing or brittle
failures, two dominant rib failures, are expected. This supports the authors choice of
distinct element modeling (DEM) as an appropriate method to investigate coal rib stability.

Fabjanczyk et al. [12] suggested that the behavior of the coal mine roadway ribs is
heavily dependent on the magnitude of the vertical stress and the response of the coal to
that stress. Fabjanczyk et al. [12] suggested that within a high-vertical-stress environment,
the deformation of the rib is almost uniquely controlled by the nature of the coal and
its capability to generate confinement. They viewed the function of rib support as a
means to increase the residual strength of the coal mass. Conventionally, rib degradation
is often discussed in terms of being displacement-driven, i.e., roof to floor convergence.
In Fabjanczyk et al.’s [12] works, however, rib behavior and support effectiveness were
discussed in terms of the vertical stress environment.

Based on a laminated strain-softening model developed by [13,14], Hebblewhite
et al. [15] identified three potential regions within a coal pillar under load, namely, elastic,
yield, and crush (Figure 2). Hebblewhite et al. [15] suggested that quantification of these
failure zones provides guidance and direction to the type and length of the rib support
under various loading regimes. The ability of the rib to provide vertical support to the roof
would be reduced over the yield zone and negligible above the crushed zone. Therefore,
control of the rib deformation and minimizing the extent of yield and crush zones are
not only important to improve rib stability but also to reduce the potential domino effect
negatively impacting the roof and floor stability. Hebblewhite et al. [15] also investigated
the mechanics of coal rib behavior and identified important engineering parameters for
potential rib reinforcement hardware. They identified the yielding characteristics of the
immediate ribside and quantified them for several coal seams from extensometers and
bolt load monitoring. The study investigated two extremes of rib behavior ranging from a
very friable, weak coal to a stronger coal. The stronger coal behaved quite differently, and
they recommended a high-strength, stiff-rib reinforcement anchored beyond the depth of
the yield zone. It is possible that these two extreme cases will cover most seam behavior.
In any of these extreme behaviors, the interaction between the rib and roof control must
be recognized.
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Frith and Ditton [16] used measurement, observation, and anecdotal evidence to
understand the mechanisms driving rib failure. As a part of investigating the impact
of the in situ stress regime on rib stability and, in particular, the ratio of horizontal to
vertical stress, Frith and Ditton examined two cases: (a) a roadway subject to a high value
of horizontal stress in relation to vertical stress, and (b) a roadway subject to a value of
horizontal stress that is the same in magnitude to the vertical stress. In (a), the zone about
the ribs actually de-stresses, whereas in (b), a vertical compression environment is induced
in the ribs; Figure 3 illustrates these two scenarios. The findings in this study highlighted
the fact that the magnitude of the horizontal stress structural competence of the immediate
roof will determine the amount of deadweight generated for the rib to bear.
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Figure 3. Idealization of the lateral extent of roof fracturing and its impact on rib Loading. (a) Un-
fractured rib due to cantilever effect in the roof absorbing deadweight. (b) Fractured rib: weight of
fractured rock absorbed by rib (after [16]).

Kent and Bigby [17] investigated the risk of falls of the ground associated with rib
failure and reinforcement mechanisms. Bigby and Cassie [18] identified four general rib
failure characteristics in UK coal. These are illustrated in Figure 4 and are classified into
compressive, shear, slabbing, and toppling. They stated that assessing the risk of rib
falls should be tailored to match with the coal mass and excavation characteristics. A
better tool to employ to help in understanding these mechanisms is numerical modeling.
They also identified: (a) vertical stress distribution, (b) rib support load, (c) horizontal
rib displacement, and (d) acoustic energy decay to be suitable in providing a quantitative
measure of the stability of coal ribs.
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Colwell [19,20] implemented a program of full-scale field trials at ten mines in Aus-
tralia, and in conjunction with a comprehensive industry-wide review of ribline perfor-
mance, formulated a database that was analyzed statistically. The results of this study and
the knowledge learned of the mechanistic behavior of coal mine ribs resulted in the devel-
opment of the Analysis and Design of Rib Support (ADRS) for the Australian underground
coal mining industry.

Heritage [21] conducted a field measurement of rib deformation in addition to a field
monitoring of rib bolt loads and rib yield characteristics using a range of measurement
techniques. The investigation intended to assess the effectiveness of rib support patterns
with consideration of the nature of the rib deformation using field measurement and
numerical modeling. It was observed in this study that irrespective of the observed
variation in mechanistic rib behavior, the rib support design applied is typically similar
across different mines and for different seams with similar overburden depth. Results
from the monitoring exercise suggest that rib support serves to minimize the progression
of failure into the rib by controlling kinematic failure and generating confinement of the
fractured and yielded rib.

Learning from the research in Australia, especially the works of Colwell [19,20], the rib
research work currently ongoing in the US recognizes the difficulty in collecting the massive
amount of data necessary to build the needed database for analyzing rib performance. As a
result, they proposed a hybrid method involving the numerical modeling and experimental
data collection approach for rib design. The challenge here is employing a realistic rib
modeling approach that can be achieved through calibration and validation against field
data. The NIOSH research to date has developed a logical procedure for a Coal Pillar Rib
Rating (CPRR) to assess the integrity of coal ribs. For a given overburden depth, the rating
system can be used to define the required support to be installed to control rib falls. The
analysis for recommending these support designs is based on engineering stress models
that have been evaluated and verified. Additionally, a user-friendly application called
Design of Rib Support (DORS) was developed to be used in evaluating rib performance
by calculating the CPRR, rib factor of safety, and rib category, and also for calculating the
Primary Rib Support Density (PRSD) for unsupported coal ribs.

Many of the previous works were mostly field-based instrumentation and data collec-
tion. These data collection programs are expensive and time-consuming, and the nature
of the operations and characteristics of the seam sometimes causes the instrumentation
to malfunction. Rib monitoring using instrumentation can be prone to missing important
actions taking place in the rib. For example, where extensometers are placed in sections
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of the rib predisposed to severe dilation, the results may not give a good indication of
the global rib performance [19,20]. The importance of a field rib monitoring program is
invaluable but supplementing these programs with computing should be the way forward.
This is supported by some of the earlier studies that attempted to employ numerical model-
ing to understand rib behavior [7,11,18,21,22]. The design of rib support strategies should
be science-based with a correct understanding of the mode of expected rib failure. This
knowledge can be gained from local experience and data obtained from the measured
ground control monitoring program and numerical modeling tools. Physical and numeri-
cal models can provide important information on rib behavior based on global and local
parameter interactions not easily quantified in field measurements. The application of a
support to control rib performance should be strategic and must involve an understanding
of the problem rather than the ad hoc installation of supports when rib failure occurs. As a
rule of thumb, supports should be installed at the earliest possible time while the rib still
remains intact or before the development of severe fractures and lost frictional properties
in these contacts. Rib monitoring techniques should be compatible with the types of rib
failures expected.

3. Rib Spall Modeling

The failure mechanisms observed in the rib deformation process are often character-
ized by:

1. Crushing and wedging of the rib into the roadway;
2. The development of shear planes within the roof that extends down into the floor,

causing the base of the rib to bulge into the excavation accompanied by floor heave;
3. Blocky or slabby, which involves slabs or chunks of coal sloughing off the rib along a

particular cleat or fracture surface;
4. Toppling in the upper ribside when the lower rib becomes degraded, leading to the

upper rib overhanging.

The fourth failure process is termed the rib with brow problem and is somewhat
common in US coal mines. In all of these rib degradation processes, with the exception
of (2), it is evident that there is splitting, slabbing, or blocky failures that are purely
discontinuous. Therefore, a modeling tool capable of replicating these processes is more
appropriate. The distinct element modeling (DEM) method is capable of modeling the
evolution and distribution of fractures inside the rib and can predict potential areas of rib
degradations. DEM was employed in this study using the Universal Distinct Element Code
(UDEC) software.

3.1. Calibration of the Contact Parameters

The rock and coal mass in this study were modeled using the Voronoi tessellation
logic in UDEC to obtain the material parameters of the polygonal blocks and their contacts.
Previous studies established that the macro-properties of the coal and rock materials are
dependent on the contact micro-properties of the Voronoi blocks [23,24]. In this study, the
grains were assigned linear elastic constitutive relations without ultimate strength, and the
grain contacts were assigned the Coulomb slip joint model. Usually, a calibration protocol
is implemented to calibrate these micro-parameters. Figure 5 illustrates the mechanical
calculation principles of the Voronoi tessellation blocks. The Coulomb friction law governs
the mechanical behavior of the contacts bounding the blocks. In this method, cracks
initiate and grow along the boundaries of blocks when the maximum stress exceeds tensile
or shear strength thresholds. This concept follows the following rules: ∆σn = −kn∆un;
∆σs = −ks∆us; |τs| ≤ C + σn tan(ϕ) . ∆σn is the change in normal stress, kn is the normal
stiffness, un is the normal displacement, ∆σs is the change in shear stress, ks is the shear
stiffness, ∆us is the incremental shear displacement, and C and ϕ are the cohesion and joint
friction angle, respectively [3,25,26].
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In a previous study by [22], a coal mass model was developed to model the loading and
deformation characteristics of coal ribs. The model is capable of simulating the peak and
post-peak behaviors of the coal material by using the strain-softening and ubiquitous joint
models in FLAC3D. This coal material model has been calibrated to match in situ rib cases
in the field and fully implemented in the FLAC3D program as a user-defined constitutive
model. One novelty about the coal mass model is that it takes as its inputs laboratory or
intact properties of the coal material and scales them down to in situ properties. In respect
of this, sample specimens were constructed in FLAC3D, and a uniaxial compressive test
was simulated with the intact coal properties presented in Table 1. A Voronoi polygonal
sample was then constructed in UDEC to calibrate against the stress–strain result obtained
from the coal mass model for the BBM in situ model simulation parameters (Figure 6).
The stress–strain behavior of the in situ coal obtained from the coal mass model and that
calibrated from the UDEC model is presented in Figure 7. The bulk and shear moduli, K
and G, respectively, of the elastic blocks were then calculated using Equations (1) and (2),
respectively [3,27]. The normal and shear stiffnesses for the contacts in the numerical model
were derived from Equation (3) [3,23]. The shear and normal stiffnesses are related by the
ratio presented in Table 2 as determined from the calibration process. Table 2 also presents
the calibrated micro-properties for the in situ coal and rock mass. The rock mass calibrated
properties came from an earlier study by the authors [28].

K =
Em

2(1− ν)
(1)

G =
Em

2(1 + ν)
(2)

kn = b
K + 4

3 G
∆Zmin

(3)

Em is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, ∆Zmin represents the smallest width
of the zone adjoining the contact in the normal direction, and b is a factor that ranges
between 1 and 10. The value of tensile strength between the blocks was set at 0.1 of the coal
mass strength.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters for coal and rock specimens.

Intact Rock Properties Coal [29] Sandstone [30]

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.25 0.3

Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.55 23.44

Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) 19.70 84.30

Tensile Strength (MPa) 1.97 8.43 (10% of UCS)

Rock and coal mass properties

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.20 0.25

Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.55 8.87

Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) 6.55 48.90

Tensile Strength (MPa) 0.66 (10% of UCS) 4.90 (10% of UCS)

Table 2. Calculated mechanical properties for the laboratory and in situ strength of the coal and
sandstone rocks.

Properties Coal Mass Rock Mass

R
oc

k
m

at
ri

x

Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.55 18.0

Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.20 0.25

C
on

ta
ct

Shear stiffness, Ks (GPa/m/m) 41.2 250.0

Normal stiffness, Kn (GPa/m/m) 103.0 2760.0

Ks /Kn 0.4 0.10

Cohesion, c (MPa) 5.0 26.0

Friction angle, φ (degrees) 0.0 0.0

Tensile strength, σt (MPa) 1.70 12.0

Residual friction angle, φr (degree) 25.0 35.0

Residual tensile strength, σtr (MPa) 0.0 0.0

Residual cohesion, cr (MPa) 0.0 0.0
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In Figure 7, the shear and tension cracks damage evolution generated in the numerical
model under loading is presented. Applying a constant velocity of 0.002 m/s on the sample
caused the contacts in the blocks to fail in tension. With increasing strain development,
shear cracks develop until the peak stress is reached. The crack initiation and damage
thresholds were successfully captured in the UDEC Voronoi models. Research by [31,32]
defined the limits for crack initiation (CI) and crack damage (CD) to fall between 40 and
60% and 70 and 90%, respectively. The works of [33] on uniaxial compressive tests on
rock samples concluded that most of the CD limits of sedimentary rock fall between 60
and 90%. The BBM simulation results in Figure 7 met the findings of these studies. The
tensile strength was not a user-defined input in the coal mass model, because the intact coal
mass strength was not known for these studies. The coal mass tensile strength was, thus,
taken to be 0.1 of the coal mass strength. The tension test was carried out by calculating the
reaction forces in the contact between the top plate and the sample. The tensile strength
was calculated using Equation (4).

σt =
Pmax

πRt
(4)

Pmax is the maximum force recorded while R and t are the radius and thickness of the
test, respectively.

3.2. In Situ Model Setup

A numerical model with dimensions of 40× 40 m was built to investigate how the coal
rib responds to mechanical loading (see Figure 8). The vertical boundaries were equipped
with a roller support while the horizontal boundaries of the model were fixed in the x-
and y-directions, respectively, to prevent movements and rotations along these directions
while a stress boundary condition was applied at the top of the model to achieve the
desired simulated depth. To reduce computational effort, the Voronoi tessellation logic was
used around the coal rib area only 7.5 m from the ribline (Figure 8). The vertical interface
connecting the coal to the elastic region was given the calibrated coal microproperties.
The average edge length of these polygonal Voronoi blocks was 0.08 m. The surrounding
rock mass in the immediate roof and floor of the rib was discretized into much coarser
blocks with an edge length of 0.4 m. The focus in this study was on the rib or sidewall
failure mechanism. The interfaces connecting the coal to the roof and floor materials were
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assumed to have a friction angle of 30◦ and cohesion of 0.57 MPa [34]. The rest of the
model was assumed to behave elastically. The review of the literature points to most ribs’
failures being mostly driven by stress and displacement. Consequently, the following
were identified as key engineering factors influencing rib behavior: (1) Rib compressive
loading resulting from roof and floor convergence. The source of this loading is mostly
the overburden cover. (2) Horizontal deformation due to the Poisson’s Effect generated
by vertical loading of the main body of the rib. (3) The geology and strength of the coal.
(4) The displacement-driven rib support. (5) The properties of the interfaces between the
roof-rib-floor system. This study investigates the rib stability control with the first four of
these factors under consideration. Rib conditions become consistently worse as the depth
of cover steadily increases. In situ stress measurements in US coal mines determined the
ratio of in situ maximum horizontal to vertical stress to vary between 0.3 and 10.23 [35].
The most important concern in the design and construction of underground openings is the
evaluation of stress and deformation that may be generated during or after construction.
In this regard, three cases of overburden cover (200, 250, and 300 m) were employed in
this paper to observe the rib behavior critically. The in situ stresses in the coal seam were
initialized using the equations proposed by [36], while the in situ stresses in the rock layers
used the recommendations of Esterhuizen found in [34]. The model was initially brought
to equilibrium under these in situ stress conditions before the roadway was excavated. The
supports were installed and the model was solved elastically to satisfy a second equilibrium
state. This was performed to account for the initial elastic deformation that occurs before
the supports can be installed.
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4. Analysis of Modeling Results
4.1. Crack and Stress Damage Analysis

The rib damage due to crack development is assessed by recording the tensile and
shear fractures development in the rib with increasing numerical solution steps and contact
strength reduction. Figure 9 shows the shear and tension cracks development. Figure 10
presents the associated distribution of major principal stresses during the fracture devel-
opment process. Generally, the rock fracture involves the generation, propagation, and
coalescence of cracks. In Figure 9, the coal rib fractures under the vertical compression and
as the length of cracks grow and propagate, the ribside gradually damages and weakens,
reducing its ability to bear the load from the roof. The fracture development in the rib
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follows a typical bow-shaped pattern similar to the results of [34] (Figure 11). The cracks
propagate inward, led by the dominant shear failure front. It is also worth noting that
the rib damage and fracture development is predominantly driven by the tension fracture
coalescence (Figures 9 and 11). With the depth of cover increasing from 200 m to 300 m, the
rib undergoes severe deformation and failure, with cracks propagating deep inside in a
bow-shaped pattern. The immediate roof and floor, which is composed of sandstone with a
UCS of 83.4 MPa, does not develop any visible cracks.

In a further analysis of the effect of fracture development on coal rib damage, Figure 9
demonstrates that at lower overburden cover, tensile cracks dominate the rib failure pro-
cess while the shear cracks effect is most dominant with increasing depth. This obser-
vation highlights the role mining depth plays in assessing rib stability. The switch from
tension-dominated rib damage to shear-dominated rib damage with increasing depth is
a consequence of the increasing confinement of the coal mass experiences as the mining
depth increases. The recorded depth of fracture in these 3 cases is 1.1 m, 1.6 m, and 1.8 m,
respectively. The part of Figure 9 in the red dotted boundary is the fracture development
that occurs just after excavation and before the coal mass strength reduction is applied.
The rib is also unstable at these depths because of the increased load the rib has to bear at
overburden covers of 250 m and 300 m. This can be observed in Figure 9. The gradients of
the crack development appear to increase with solution steps for these depths compared
with the almost horizontal curves for the 200 m overburden. The implication is that with
increased solution steps, more cracks will be developed in these ribs.

At lower mining depths, the major principal stress is minimum in the outer rib line
due to less confinement at this level of cover. With increasing depth, however, the stress
concentration is much higher closer to the rib line. As shown in Figure 10, the two corners
of the rib show ten (10) times the minimum stress concentration. The concentrated stress at
these edges steers the generation of cracks from the corners, and as these cracks propagate
to the inner rib, the dimension of the rib fracture zone is reduced as seen in Figure 9.
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4.2. Deformation Damage Analysis

Mining depth is a significant parameter in evaluating rib stability. Thus, it is an
important factor to consider when designing rib support systems. Gauna and Mark [37]
assessed rib fatalities that occurred between 1996 and 2010 and found a strong correlation
between fatalities, depth, and mining height. In this study, rib stability is assessed by
defining the load applied on the rib resulting from the overburden cover and the integrity
of the rib. Subject to the load from the mining depth, the coal rib compresses in the vertical
direction and dilates in the horizontal direction. In this mechanism, assessing the horizontal
displacement of the coal rib will present an insight into the effect of the overburden cover
on rib damage development. The depth of cover contributes significantly to the induced
stresses in coal pillar ribs. In this regard, 17.5 m long monitoring lines are set-up along the
rib in the numerical model to record the lateral rib displacement. This setup is demonstrated
in Figure 12d. The monitoring results (Figure 12) show the differences between the lateral
displacements at different heights along the rib line. The results demonstrate that rib
dilation is more severe in the middle section and that the minimum dilations are recorded
closer to the roof and floor. This observation agrees with the fracture development as
the bow-shaped cracked rib is deeper into the rib at the mid-section. Another important
finding worth highlighting is that the severe rib dilation in the three cases falls in the range
of 1–2 m into the rib. This has an important significance in the support design for this rib.
Note also that the small dilation recorders near the roof and floor are a consequence of the
robustness of the roof and floor properties. The failure mechanisms observed in this study
may change significantly with different roof and floor properties.
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4.3. Effect of Mining Height

The Mine Safety and Health Administration recommends providing support systems
in coal mines deeper than 210 m and with mining heights exceeding 2.1 m [38]. In this study,
three set of models are developed to analyze the effect of mining height on rib performance.
The models consist of a constant mining roadway width of 5 m at a constant overburden
depth of 200 m and mining heights of 4.0 m, 3.2 m, and 2.2 m. Ribs operating above
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these geometries are usually supported in US coal mines [38]. These mining geometries
result in excavation width-to-rib-height ratios of 1.25, 1.56, and 2.27, respectively. The
models are solved by reducing the contact strength properties of the coal mass. Figure 13
presents the rib deformation results for these models. The results demonstrate that the
larger the width-to-height ratio, the less deformation is recorded in the rib. The point worth
taking away from these models is that the performance of the rib is much better at higher
width-to-height ratios and that mining height is an important factor in the shape and rib
yield zone extent.
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4.4. Rib Support Evaluation

In most mining countries around the world, the roof support and control in un-
derground coal mines have received great research with enough knowledge gained in
understanding its mechanisms. This has resulted in a significant reduction in potential roof
falls. An area that has received less attention compared with roof support is rib support,
especially under the conditions where the rib spall is not well pronounced. In general, the
scale of rib falls is usually smaller compared to the scale of roof falls; however, a chunk
of coal or rock falling from rib has a serious potential risk of injury [39]. The practice in
coal mines in the United States currently is to choose rib bolts of a specific diameter and
length reactively. This is usually in response to the scale of rib falls and injuries that have
occurred [22]. In practice, there are cases where the rib support can be easily determined
through observations of the rib spall. However, in other instances, this ad hoc rib support
design may lead to over-supported or under-supported ribs based on what is perceived
through observations.

As observed in the previous sections, rib failure initiates due to the yielding of rib
edges. The rib failure zones under the vertical stress distribution can be classified into three:
crushed/spalled zone, yielded zone, and elastic zone (also see Figure 2). The crushed or
spalled zone is usually dominated by fractures, therefore rendering this zone weak and soft.
The yielded zone separates the crushed zone from the inner elastic core. It is a plastic zone
in which coal yielding has occurred and its extent is defined by the peak vertical stress in
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the rib. The primary factor defining these three zones is the magnitude of the vertical stress
the rib has to bear. Also noted previously is that the mining height influences the depth of
rib fracture in addition to other factors such as rock partings, the interfaces between the
rib and roof/floor, and the cleats system in the coal. These other factors are not part of the
scope of this study.

Mine rib bolts are generally considered to perform the functions of reinforcement
derived from the steel bar section that is usually installed into the rock strata. The steel bar
provides shear resistance along its length and, as a consequence, limits the deformation
of the rock mass. The opening of pre-existing cracks may be constrained in this setup.
Additionally, the bar provides shear resistance along pre-existing fractures to constrain
the sliding and rotation of blocks. The faceplate on the bolts provides confinement on the
rib surface, consequently increasing the strength of the rock mass. The combined effect of
reinforcement and support limits the generation, propagation, and interaction of fractures.
With this action, the rock bolt reinforcement usually results in providing a stabilizing effect
to the supported rock mass.

The function of rock support in restraining the deformation and failure of coal mine
ribs is investigated using the DEM Voronoi logic. The “Cable” element in UDEC is em-
ployed to simulate the rock bolts and cables and the “Beam” element is employed to
simulate the bolt faceplates. The properties of these support components used in this study
are presented in Table 3. These properties are chosen based on the works of [40] for banded
bright coal material, the same coal material we use in this study. Additional information
about the functions of these support and reinforcement elements can be found in [3].

Table 3. Properties of support elements used in the BBM model.

Cable Grout Beam

Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modu-

lus
(GPa)

Yield
Stress
(MPa)

Yield
Strength

(kN)

Failure
Strain

(%)

Stiffness
Kbond

(MN/m/m)

Shear
Sbond
(kN/m)

Shear
Modulus
(GPa)

Young’s
Modu-

lus
(GPa)

Yield
Stress
(MPa)

Interface
Normal
Stiffness
(GPa/m)

Interface
Shear

Stiffness
(GPa/m)

Interface
Friction
(deg.)

7800.00 200.00 500.00 200.00 15.00 1.92 750.00 9.00 200.00 500.00 10.00 10.00 35

The effect of the rib support design is investigated by comparing the response of the
models with and without rock bolts and various cable bolt geometries at a constant bolt
diameter of 19 mm. The cable support geometries used for the simulation are presented in
Table 4. Modeling is conducted for a two- and three-cable-bolt-supported rib. This part
aims to demonstrate the reinforcement due to rock bolts, to quantify the increase in safety
by defining a safety factor, and to determine the appropriate bolt geometry and length for
the rib support. In practice, the bolts are installed after some amount of rib relaxation. To
simulate this effect, the model is solved elastically before the bolt installation to satisfy a
second equilibrium state after excavation.

Table 4. Rock bolt length and rib depth for model simulation.

Depth (m) Coal Rib Bolt Length (m)

200

1.2 1.5 1.8250

300

Figure 14 presents the effects of the rib bolt support on fracture development in the
rib. There is a significant suppression of the macroscopic fracturing in the rib as a result
of the installation of rock bolts. The opening of fractures is remarkably suppressed in the
rib with a three-bolt case (Figure 14c). This highlights the important role of supports on
rib stability. Once fracture development in the rib is suppressed, the portion of the rib
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still has the capacity to bear its design load. Fracture generation, opening, and sliding
being suppressed by the support elements also implies there will be no further interactions
of cracks. In a further evaluation of the support effect on rib stability, the contact states
of the rib are plotted in Figure 15. This rib damage profile shows the fracture pattern of
the rib with and without the support. It is evident from these results that the rib damage
process in terms of contacts failure is suppressed in the rib case. There also appear to be
no discernible difference between the two-bolt-supported and the three-bolt-supported
rib. This raises the question of whether under these conditions, the middle cable support
is needed (Figure 15c). These results show that the three-bolt row is not needed, as the
two-bolt-supported rib is doing equally well in resisting fracture development in the rib.
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The effect of mining depth on rib support behavior is evaluated using the rib displace-
ment plots in Figure 16. As expected, there is a general total rib displacement increase
trend with depth. At shallower depths, the support effect for the three-bolt-supported
and the two-bolt-supported ribs is clearly differentiated and there seems to be no effect
on rib deformation when the bolt length is increased (Figure 16a). As the depth increases,
however, the bolt length effect is demonstrated. It is important to note that at both the
250 m and 300 m overburden depths, the 1.5 m and 1.8 m have the same effect for the
three-bolt-supported rib. This illustrates the fact that though longer rib bolts at higher
depths may be required, there is a limiting depth at which increasing the bolt length has
no positive effect. In this particular case, at the 250 m depth, the 1.2 m length cable is just
sufficient to prove the rib support requirement. Increasing the bolt length at this depth
only has a minimum to no effect in limiting rib deformation. This is, however, not the case
at the 300 m overburden depth. Clearly, the 1.2 m bolt is not performing well even in the
three-bolt-supported rib case. The only bolt support that gives consistent results in both
support patterns is the 1.8 m bolt.
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5. Practical Application

Applying numerical modeling to determine the rib support requirement is a robust but
impractical approach. There are several factors observed to affect rib stability including rib
composition, such as the strength of rib units, cleat density, cleat orientation entry direction
with respect to cleat orientation, existence or absence of partings in the coal, and percentage
of the extracted roof and/or floor rock [6]. It is impractical to consider all these influencing
factors to determine the rib support requirement. Nevertheless, a well-calibrated numerical
model can be used in conjunction with some field data to generate relevant information to
help develop tables or a rating system for ribs based on some key influencing factors. Such
tables and rating systems, considering the factors affecting the rib behavior and failure
mechanism, can be helpful for practical rib support purposes.

This study is intended as a precursor to a broader study that will employ the approach
presented to determine support requirements for various coal mines. This proposed future
study will present the data in the format of tables or rating systems for practical application.
The major influencing factor in this study is the depth of cover that has been observed to
contribute significantly toward rib performance.

6. Conclusions

Determining the rib support requirement is a critical exercise; however, many factors
that control this decision make it a challenging task to undertake. This study investigated
previous rib support efforts and observed most of these to be purely experimental. This
is ideally the best approach but considering the numerous variables at play and the labor
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intensity of failed data collection, it is not practical to exhaustively conduct experimentation
to acquire the necessary data for rib support evaluation. Computational numerical model-
ing coupled with key rib stability influencing data can help develop an engineering-based
support control protocol.

This study also investigated several rib failure cases considering the primary factor
influencing rib behavior being the overburden depth. Additionally, the effect of mining
height on rib deformation was also analyzed. Higher mining height results in higher rib
deformation and, therefore, increased rib fracture development. These mechanisms will
require a higher rib support density to control the rib performance. Increasing mining
depths also increases the loading on the rib from the increased vertical stress. For example,
at shallow depths, longer rib bolts supports may not be necessary, as they have the same
effect as shorter bolts in reducing rib deformation. At these shallow depths also, lower
rib bolt densities may be sufficient to control the rib failure mechanisms. This study
demonstrates these shallower depths to be in the range of 200 m and below. At depths
of 250 m and more, there is a noticeable impact of the support length on rib stabilization.
However, increased depths do not correlate with increased bolts length to control rib
deformation. While limitations exist, the presented methodology and the results obtained
are considered as a considerable step toward the development of a rigorous rib support
procedure for coal mines in the US.
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